Manifesto
I, Lokesh Kesiraju (150020104), if elected for the post of Maintenance Councillor of Hostel 9, propose to do the following

Initiatives
- Provide Curtain ropes to each room

Follow ups
- Replacement of Damaged ground lights with Suitable LED lights
- Improve and update the Maintenance related information on Hostel 9 website
- Buying Extra dryers and making the Dryers in the laundromat open for public
- Buying new equipment for the Gym room
- Installation of a new Exhaust duct near the Canteen
- Construction of a shed near Canteen
- Installation of Spiral wiring around the wall of East wing to increase safety
- Replacement of the gates of common room
- Cycle Pooling in the Hostel

General Duties as a Maintenance Councillor
- Will Ensure proper cleaning of Toilets, Bathrooms and Wings by checking at regular intervals
- Ensure Proper Maintenance of Ground by Grass Cutting and regular watering
- Ensure regular visits of carpenter and plumber so that problems are solved at the earliest
- Ensure regular spray of mosquito repellent to control the mosquito breeding
- Ensure that the tube lights, fans, switch boards are working properly in Washrooms and corridors and other common areas
- Proper lighting in the fields to avoid problem during hostel activities.
- Will ensure proper working of Washing machines, Water coolers and Water purifiers
- Will Ensure that all the hostal equipment under the purview of maintenance council are properly maintained

Duties as a Council Member
- Coordinate with the hostel council in conducting hostel activities like PAF, 9tanki, Valfi etc.
- Will Ensure that work is distributed properly among Maintenance Secretaries and monitor them on regular basis
- Will attend all HMC meetings to raise the Hostel issues for the betterment of hostel

Credentials-
- Maintenance Secretary, Hostel 9
- Assistant Manager Operations, Team Shunya
- Co-Ordinator, Azeotropy